


BESPOKE 
WORKSHOP

Create your own wedding 
rings in our work studio in 
the city centre of Tromsø.



Individuality is very 
important, especially 
when it comes to 
wedding rings.

Join us for a workshop 
–  
a romantic experience 
that will forever remind  
you of your love.

Create 
uniqueness



Our goldsmith

The workshop will be 
an active cooperation 
between you and our 
goldsmith, Dagmar.

She will perform some of 
the steps in the process 
due to safety, and ensure 
that the result is a perfect 
set of rings 
–
perfection in imperfection.



Sand work

The workshop starts with you 
choosing a model from our collection 
of wedding rings.

Making the casting mould of the 
model with sand, might remind you of 
handcrafting in school. However, it is 
important to work with accuracy. 

The tools we are using allow us to 
work with very fine details.



Fire work

The actual casting is taken care  
of by Dagmar.

We use an acetylene torch to  
melt the metal at approximately 
1.000 degrees.

The melted metal is poured into the 
sand form and after a few seconds it 
is possible to take out the raw ring. 

This is the most exciting moment.



Metal work

Back on the work bench, the metal 
work is the final step.

Saw off excess material from your 
casted raw ring before you start filing.

The filing will bring out the distinctive 
shape and structure of the ring.



Select your  
favorite material

You can make your ring in different 
metals, such as yellow or white gold (585), 
or silver (925).

Diamonds or other stones can also 
be added. This work will be done by 
Dagmar after the workshop.



Pricing

This workshop is perfect for couples or  
groups up to four people.

The duration is around three hours,  
and the price is NOK 3.000 per person.

The cost of the metal used to make  
the rings will be added.



Beauty in imperfection

In our studio, you will find handcrafted 
jewellery collections inspired by nature 
and the beauty in imperfection.



Visit our 
webshop

Visit our webshop 
for more information 
about our jewellery 
and for inspiration:

wabisabi.no/ 
bespoke-workshop

We hope to  
see you!

Dagmar & Ann-Merete

Wabi Sabi AS
Peder Hansens gate 4B
N-9008 Tromsø
Norway

+47 924 82 676
+47 412 00 151

post@wabisabi.no
www.wabisabi.no
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